Abstract.
In Pierce's memoir [2] , a module M over a commutative regular ring R is called torsion if HomB(M, E(R)) =0, where E(R) denotes the injective hull of R. This definition for torsion modules over a commutative regular ring coincides with several other concepts of torsion for modules over more general rings (see [l] ). The following question has been asked by Pierce [2, p. 109]: "If the torsion submodule T(A) is finitely generated and A/T(A) is a finite direct sum of cyclic modules, does it follow that 7X^4) is a direct summand of A ?" The purpose of this note is to answer this question in the negative by giving an example of a module A such that T(A) and A/T(A) are cyclic, but T(A) is not a summand of A.
Let B be a non-Artinian Boolean ring with identity 1. For each positive integer n, let BM=B.
Let P=J\ñ-i Bin), and define elements e and / of P as follows:
e= ( Define A = i(Re/NQ) © iRf/Nx))/N.
Since a commutative regular ring P has zero singular ideal, it is well known (see [l ] ) that an element x of an P-moduIe X is in P ( If TiA) were a direct summand of A, then by the fact that ^4/7X^4) is cyclic, there would exist a cyclic module RyQA such that P(Py) = 0 and A = P(/l)©Py. By the preceding paragraph, such a module Ry cannot exist ; hence P(^4 ) cannot be a direct summand of A.
